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The Arab Spring
Its impact on the Political Risk Insurance Market
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Outline

� Evolution of Political Violence Policies (“PV Policies”)

� The products: Coverage and exclusions

� Issues arising in Arab Spring

� Market reaction
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Historical Context

Background

� Previously no division between PV ordinary insurers – war was 
simply a peril of the sea

� More violence – market segregation – general insurers increase 
exclusions

� Political violence “destroys the statistical basis of insurance”

� Markets have reacted to events

� Narrowing of general cover creates opportunity for Political Risk 
market

� London market at forefront

� Some dates:

– 1739 – Capture and Seizure exclusions – Anglo-French tensions

– 1883 – “Warlike Operations” exclusions appear. Egypt anti-British 
uprising.

– 1890s – Exclusions for riots and civil commotions commonplace
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Historical Context

� 1898 – Lloyd’s divides into Marine and War Risks Market

– Marine market will not quote for War Risks

� Gathering storm:

– Spanish Civil War rattled non-marine market

– Bombing of Madrid – realisation of massive accumulation problem.

� 1936 War on Land Agreement – i.e. no cover for war on land

� NMA 464 (1.1.1938)

NMA 464 Property "War Risks" Exclusion

“Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained herein this 
Policy does not cover loss or 
damage directly or indirectly 
occasioned by, happening through 
or in consequence of war, invasion, 
acts of foreign enemies, hostilities 
(whether war be declared or not), 
civil war, rebellion, revolution, 
insurrection, civil commotion 
assuming the proportions of or 
amounting to an uprising, military or 
usurped power or confiscation or 
nationalisation or requisition or 
destruction of or damage to 
property by or under the order of 
any government or public or local 
authority.”

• Standard market exclusion.

• Exported around world

• Very wide (“Directly / 
Indirectly”)

• “Directly or indirectly”

• Very wide

• Excludes not only war but many 

other property perils

• Also Confiscation, 
Nationalisation, Expropriation

•Coverage void for political risk 
market to fill
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9/11 – Terrorism – Exclusion and Coverage

� Terrorism was not excluded under the 9/11 policies

� Not seen as a threat in insurance terms – “akin to lightning”

� General insurers excluded terrorism

� Reaction: London underwriters started selling standalone terrorism 
cover (“T3”).

� Mainstay of market since 9/11. (US$2Bn)

� Sold very widely through world, including Arab states.

T3/LMA3030 Terrorism Insurance : Exclusions

War Risks Exclusion

- war, etc

- civil war 

- rebellion, revolution, insurrection 

- civil commotion assuming the   
proportions of or amounting to an 
uprising.

RSMD Exclusion

- riot

- strikes

- malicious damage 

- civil commotion

CEN Exclusion

- confiscation, nationalisation, 
requisition, detention, embargo, etc

Definition of “Act of Terrorism”

An Act of Terrorism means an act or 
series of acts, including the use of 
force or violence, of any person or 
group(s) of persons, whether acting 
alone or on behalf of or in connection 
with any organisation(s), committed 
for political, religious or ideological 
purposes including the intention to 
influence any government and/or to 
put the public in fear for such 
purposes.
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"7 Point" PV Wordings

Menu of Perils

Losses directly caused by

� Act of Terrorism

� Sabotage

� Riot, strike, civil commotion

� Malicious Damage

� Insurrection, Revolution or Rebellion

� Mutiny and/or Coup d’Etat

� War and /or Civil War

� Unless buy all covers, risk is that there is a gap.
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Legal Issues

� Coverage and exclusions

� What do words mean?

– English law – settled - Spinney’s v Royal Insurance (1980)

– Old terms – Treason Act 1351!

– Problems with foreign law

� Time and place vital

– Arab Spring – riots to war and everything in between

– Each loss in particular context.

� Dividing lines can be difficult

– E.g. riot to rebellion; or insurrection to civil war?

Burden of Proof

� Critical

� Usually insured must prove its loss is directly caused by a particular 
peril

� But exclusions exclude losses indirectly caused by a peril

� Reverse Burden of Proof:

– Burden of showing exclusion does not apply on insured.

– Mitigated in Spinney’s. Insurers must make arguable case 
exclusion applies. Burden then shift to insured.

– Harsh: Grell-Taurel: Rioting following coup d’etat. Insurers 
established a possible connection with insurrection. For insured to 
prove its rioting loss had no connection with insurrection. Insurer 
wins.
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Arab Spring

� Insureds: Western oil and construction companies

– Portable equipment

� Locations: Desert – remote areas – not urban centres

– Evidential difficulties

� General pattern – demonstrations – riots – insurrection – (civil war) –
coup d’etat / revolution

� T3 Terrorism Coverage

– Most popular cover

– Very narrow. Lots of exclusions – not triggered – “don’t bother 
filling in claim form”

Arab Spring

� Theft and Vandalism

– Claims for moveable goods – stolen equipment

– But was the theft / vandalism directly caused by a PV peril?

� Libya Construction Claims

– Army occupied various encampments

• Vehicles directly damaged in fighting – covered (if e.g. relevant 
peril purchased)

• Vehicles officially requisitioned for military purposes – not 
covered unless policy also covers confiscation.

• Vehicles simply stolen by army officers. Direct peril is theft. 
Covered? (Also no “taking” for confiscation”)
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Arab Spring 

� Abandonment

– E.g. withdrawal of foreign staff from remote location

– Lost production – not covered

� Forced abandonment cover can be purchased

– Necessary and complete abandonment of operation for 180 
continuous days due to …..war, civil war ….etc

– Can include travel advisory

Conclusions

� Impact not catastrophic for PV market

� Good marketing opportunity

� Highlighted gaps in cover

� Prompt further development of PV market and product

� Brokers are now trying to place more comprehensive covers that 
cover virtually:

– all political violence perils

– confiscation, nationalisation and expropriation

– and forced abandonment / loss of use

� At a price
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Comprehensive Cover
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